STEUBEN COUNTY
VILLAGE ELECTIONS
MARCH 18 2003 (NOON TO 9PM)
# = INCUBENTS

ADDISON
MAYOR:
#EVA SUE CUNNINGHAM  REPUBLICAN
ROBERT TEETS  DEMOCRAT

TRUSTEE:  (VOTE FOR TWO)
JEWELL HAYES  REPUBLICAN
JAMES GOTSCHALL  REPUBLICAN
#FRANK BIELSKI  DEMOCRAT
#JAMES GOTSCHALL  DEMOCRAT

ARKPORT
TRUSTEE (VOTE FOR TWO)
#MILTON FLOYD  REPUBLICAN
#ANTHONY PATTI  DEMOCRAT

AVOCA
TRUSTEE (VOTE FOR TWO)
#ROBERT M. DODDS  INDEPEPTENDENT
#LANNY W. MEESE  INDEPEPTENDENT

BATH
TRUSTEE:  (VOTE FOR TWO)
#HAROLD RODBOURN  REPUBLICAN
WARREN HAMILTON  REPUBLICAN
SUSAN RUMSEY  DEMOCRAT
DONNA SIMONSON  DEMOCRAT

CANISTEO
MAYOR:
JAMES MCGEE  REPUBLICAN

TRUSTEE (VOTE FOR TWO)
JAMES POND  REPUBLICAN
DOUGLAS WYNANT  REPUBLICAN
COHOCTON

MAYOR:
EHWARD SNYDER  REPUBLICAN
ANDREW WISE  DEMOCRAT

TRUSTEE: (VOTE FOR TWO)

#WILLIAM LARSON  REPUBLICAN
FREDAL FEELY  REPUBLICAN
DONALD WISE III  DEMOCRAT
THOMAS COX  DEMOCRAT

HAMMONDSPORT

MAYOR:
EMERY CUMMINGS  REPUBLICAN
#ROBERT DESEYN  REPUBLICAN & INDEPENDENT

TRUSTEE (VOTE FOR TWO)

#STELLA PULVER  REPUBLICAN
ROBERT PEDERSEN  REPUBLICAN
VINCENT DOMERASKI  DEMOCRAT
#BRUCE WHITE  INDEPENDENT

NORTH HORNELL

TRUSTEE (VOTE FOR TWO)

#JOHN FALCI  REPUBLICAN
#WILLAM MCNELIS  DEMOCRAT

PAINTED POST

NONE (ONLY EVEN NUMBERED YEARS)

RIVERSIDE

MAYOR:
#WILLIAM CORNELL  REPUBLICAN/DEM

TRUSTEE: (VOTE FOR TWO)

#RICHARD KETCHUM  REPUBLICAN/DEM
#LYLE WASSON  REPUBLICAN/DEM
GEORGE TEETER  INDEPENDENT
SAVONA

MAYOR:

#THOMAS DRAKE  REPUBLICAN

TRUSTEE: (VOTE FOR TWO)

#MARY O’CONNOR  REPUBLICAN

SOUTH CORNING

MAYOR:

#JUDSON R. VANETTEN  REPUBLICAN

TRUSTEE: (VOTE FOR TWO)

#DAVID A. VANETTEN  REPUBLICAN
#WALTER CUNNINGHAM  REPUBLICAN

WAYLAND

TRUSTEE (VOTE FOR TWO)

DONALD CONRAD  DEMOCRAT

STEPHEN REYNOLDS  DEMOCRAT